Orientation Selectivity of TAM Network with Extensive Receptive Field
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Abstract—TAM (Topographic Attentive Mapping) network is a biologically-motivated neural network with Gabor function type receptive fields. However, the structure of receptive fields is a mono-layer, and there is a lack of performance for rotating images. In this paper, we formulate a new TAM network with multilayer structure of extensive receptive fields. We also show the usefulness of TAM network using some examples of character recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the human visual system, the visual modalities, e.g., image’s shape, orientation, color and brightness are detected at the primary visual cortex (V1) through the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). In the higher visual cortex, object’s rotation and symmetry are detected using the orientation selectivity[1]. In the retina, the receptive field by simple cell, complex cell and hypercomplex cell play important roles for detecting contours of objects. As a model representing the receptive field, Marcelja[2] defined Gabor function using a complex sinusoidal plane wave of some frequency and orientation. Daugman[3] extended the Gabor function to two-dimensional model. Other many receptive field models [4], [5], [6] have been also proposed.

On the other hand, many powerful neural networks [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] based on Hubel-Wiesel’s architecture have been proposed. We have already formulated TAM network as a visual neural network, which incorporates Gabor function type receptive field in the input architecture of the neural network. The TAM (Topographic Attentive Mapping) network has been proposed by Williamson[11], where four layers, the feature layer, the basis layer, the category layer and the class layer, represents the input-output relationship between the distributed input data and the categorized output classes, after learning of TAM network when the supervised data sets is obtained. Our TAM network is an advanced model of the original TAM network, which has six layers including retina and LGN layers adding them to the input layer of the original TAM network[13], [14], [15], [16]. Therefore, the TAM network should be a biologically-motivated neural network. However, the performance of TAM network for object’s rotation is not so well since the receptive field in the retina architecture is single layer, and a mechanism of orientation selectivity covering wider visual area doesn’t exist in the receptive field layer.

In this paper, we formulate two layers’ structure at the receptive field architecture, which are the filtering process at the first layer detects the sharp orientation selectivity using the narrow space of Gabor function as well as simple cell, and the filtering process at the second layer obtains the whole rotation selectivity using more extensive receptive field as well as complex cell. In our model, first, the sixteen orientation selectivity of the original object’s contour is detected using narrow space of Gabor function. Next, the total orientation selectivity for more wider contour image is detected using wider space of Gabor function, and the rotation selectivity of objects is last calculated. The feature map of TAM network is compound from density values of the sixteen orientations in the first layer. At the upper layers of TAM network, the input-output relationship of data sets is acquired by two kind of signal streams, which are the bottom-up stream from feature map to the class layer, and the top-down learning to category layer from class layer, when the supervised data sets are obtained. We discuss here the mechanism of the rotation selectivity using the extensive receptive field, and show the usefulness of the TAM network through some examples of character recognition.

II. TAM NETWORK WITH EXTENSIVE RECEPTIVE FIELD

The structure of TAM network with receptive field is shown in Figure 1. Sixteen orientation selectivity of the original images is detected using Gabor filtering in the first retina layer, and the rotation selectivity of the contour images is calculated at the second retina layer. The feature map is compound from density values of the sixteen orientations in the first layer. The object images are recognized by learning mechanism of the TAM network at the upper feature maps, shown in Figure 2.

The two-dimensional Gabor function type receptive field, \( G(x, y) \), is represented as follows:

\[
G(x, y) = Ke^{-\frac{1}{2}(\frac{(x-x_0)^2}{\sigma_x^2} + \frac{(y-y_0)^2}{\sigma_y^2})} \times \sin(2\pi f_x x \cos \theta + 2\pi f_y y \sin \theta + \phi)
\]
where, $K$ is amplitude, $(\mu_x, \mu_y)$ is the center coordinate of Gabor function, $\sigma_x$ and $\sigma_y$ are standard deviations of axis $X$ and $Y$, respectively, and $f_x$ and $f_y$ are frequencies of axis $X$ and $Y$, respectively. Figure 3 shows an example of Gabor function.

![Gabor Function](image)

**Fig. 3. Gabor Function**

The process for detecting orientation selectivity is shown in Figure 4. Let the horizontal scale and vertical scale of the original image denote as $R_H$ pixels and $R_V$ pixels, respectively. In the first retinal layer, the $i$-th orientation selectivity of contour image, $C_i^1(x, y)$, $i = 1, 2, \cdots, 16$, for the original image, $O(p, q)$, $0 \leq p \leq R_H$, $0 \leq q \leq R_V$, is calculated by the following convolution process:

$$C_i^1(x, y) = \sum_{q=1}^{R_V} \sum_{p=1}^{R_H} G_i(x - p, y - q) \times O(p, q).$$

After the $l$-th orientation selectivity for contour images is calculated at the first retina layer, the $l$-th orientation selectivity, $C_l^2(x, y)$, at the second layer is calculated using more extensive receptive field again:

$$C_l^2(x, y) = \sum_{p=1}^{R_H} \sum_{q=1}^{R_V} G_l(x - p, y - q) \times C_l^1(p, q). \quad (1)$$

The $i$-th feature map, $f_{ib}$, at the feature layer of TAM network is calculated by the following normalization:

$$f_{ib} = \frac{\sum_{(x,y) \in O_i} C_i^1(x, y)}{\sum_{y=1}^{R_V} \sum_{x=1}^{R_H} C_1^1(x, y)}, \quad h = 1, 2, \cdots, 256.$$

We should notice that a couple set of the feature map and the rotation selectivity by Equation (1) is inputted to the feature layer of TAM network.

We utilize here the rotation selectivity to estimate the rotation angle of checking image comparing to the training image in TAM network. When an orientation selectivity, $C_i^{2, CHD}(x, y)$, of the checking image is obtained, the feature map, $f_{ih}$, of the checking image then is exchanged itself by the minimized rotation angle, $r$, comparing with the orientation selectivity of the training image $C_i^{2, TRD}(x, y)$.

$$r = \min_i \left( \frac{\sum_{y} C_i^{2, CHD}(x, y)}{R_H \times R_V} - \frac{\sum_{y} C_i^{2, TRD}(x, y)^2}{R_H \times R_V} \right)$$

At the upper feature layers of TAM network, the activities, $x_{ji}, \quad i = 1, 2, \cdots, M, \quad j = 1, 2, \cdots, N$, are calculated in the basis layer by the following equation with feature maps, $f_{ih}$, and node’s weights, $w_{jih}, \quad h = 1, 2, \cdots, L$. The output signal of the category layer, $y_j$, is then calculated by products with
activities \( x_{ji} \).

\[
\begin{align*}
  x_{ji} & = \frac{\sum_{h=1}^{L} f_{ih} w_{jih}}{1 + \rho^2 b_{ji}} \\
  y_j & = \prod_{i=1}^{M} x_{ji}
\end{align*}
\]

where, \( \rho \) represents the vigilance parameter, and \( b_{ji} \) are inhibitory weights.

The output prediction, \( K \), at the class layer is calculated as follows:

\[
K = \{ k | \text{max } z_k \}
\]

where, \( z_k \) are outputs of the \( k \)-th class layer, and \( p_{jk} \) are weighted connections.

TAM network has a mechanism of adding a new node to category layer when a deviation between the output of class layer and the correct supervised output exists. Let \( K^* \) denote the index of the “correct” supervised output class. In the case of \( K \neq K^* \), the vigilance parameter, \( \rho_k \), is rising from the initial value, \( \rho_{init} \), until either \( \rho \geq \rho_{max} \) or \( z_{K^*}/z_K \geq OC \), where \( OC \) is the maximal vigilance level. When the vigilance parameter reaches the maximal level, \( \rho_{max} \), a node is added to the category layer.

On the other hand, when the subject of \( z_{K^*}/z_K \geq OC \) is satisfied, the following feedback signal \( y_j^* \) is calculated, and the learning parameters, \( w_{jih}, p_{jk}, \) and \( b_{ji} \), are renewed.

\[
z_k^* = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } k = K^* \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
y_j^* = \frac{\prod_{i=1}^{M} x_{ji} \times \sum_{k=1}^{U} z_k^* p_{jk}}{\sum_{j'=1}^{N} \prod_{i=1}^{M} x_{j'i} \times \sum_{k=1}^{U} z_k^* p_{jk}}
\]

\[
\Delta w_{jih} = \alpha y_j^*(1 - \lambda/M)(f_{jh} - w_{jih}) \\
\Delta p_{jk} = \alpha y_j^*(z_k^* - p_{jk}) \alpha + n_j
\]

\[
\Delta b_{ji} = \beta_{rate} y_j^*(x_ji - b_{ji}) \Delta n_j = \alpha y_j^*(1 - n_j)
\]

where, \( \alpha, \lambda \) are parameters, and \( \beta_{rate} \) are learning parameters.

### III. Character Recognitions

In order to show the usefulness of TAM network with extensive receptive field, some examples of character recognition are illustrated here. As an input image, all 26 alphabets are filled in the electronic pad whose size is 15 \( \times \) 15 \( \text{pixels} \). First, Gabor filtering makes a contour images for the alphabets, and feature maps with rotation selectivity of Equation (1) are calculated. Next, the training data set between these feature maps and alphabet’s classes is constructed, and TAM network acquires the input-output relationship of the training data set by the learning mechanism. After terminated the learning of TAM network, the TAM network estimates alphabet class of the obtained checking images. The following three kinds of experiments are discussed here.

1) Calculating recognition rates of all 26 kinds of alphabets using the original TAM network without estimating the rotation.

2) Calculating recognition rates of characters using the original TAM network when the alphabets are rotated, and declined.

3) Calculating recognition rates of rotation characters using a new TAM network with extensive receptive field.

The learning parameters are set as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
  L & = 255 \quad \rho_{init} = 0.0 \\
  OC & = 0.8 \quad \rho_{step} = 0.1 \\
  \alpha & = 0.01 \quad \rho_{max} = 100.0 \\
  \lambda & = 0.33 \quad \beta_{rate} = 0.000001 \\
  \mu_x & = 0.0 \quad \mu_y = 0.0 \\
  \sigma_x & = 1.99 \quad \sigma_y = 1.92 \\
  f_z & = 0.127 \quad f_y = 0.127 \\
  \phi & = 90.0 \quad K = 1.0.
\end{align*}
\]

First, let show the performance of the original TAM network without estimating rotation. The training images are shown in Figure 5. The contour images of the left upper side alphabet ‘A’ in Figure 5 are shown in Figure 6. In the Figure 6, the left-upper side image indicates \( 0^\circ \), the right side of the image of \( 0^\circ \) shows 22.5\(^\circ\), and the next image shows 45\(^\circ\), 67.5\(^\circ\), 90\(^\circ\), respectively. From those orientation images, we should notice that Gabor filtering certainly detects the orientation selectivity.
robustness for rotating 180° and 270°. The alphabets, ‘N’, ‘O’, ‘X’, and ‘Z’, are strongly robust for rotating 180°. Since these alphabets consist of straight lines and simple connections, the discussion should be understandable. We suppose that the result comes from the mono-layer in the TAM network, i.e., there is a lack of performance for rotation mechanism.

The resultant recognition rates of all 26 checking alphabets are shown in Figure 7. The recognition rates of both cases of two epochs and five epochs are compared, and the recognition rate is calculated as the average of 30 trials. In the case of the five epochs, the almost recognition rate is over the sixty percentages.

Next, we discuss recognition rates when the characters are rotated and declined. The training images are shown in Figure 5, and the checking images are shown in Figure 8. In Figure 8, three types of rotating characters are prepared by rotating 90°, 180°, and 270°, and four types of declining characters are prepared. The resultant recognition rates are shown in Table I. The almost recognition rates are zero percentage, i.e., TAM network couldn’t recognize the rotating and declining characters. However, the alphabets, ‘T’ and ‘L’, have relatively

We discuss last the performance of TAM network with extensive receptive field for two kinds of alphabets, ‘A’ and ‘B’, as the training images. The training images are shown in Figure 9. The checking images are shown in Figure 10. The resultant recognition rates are shown in Table II. The recognition rate for each character is shown in Figure 10. In the Figure 10, the upper value under each image represents recognition rate of TAM network without rotation mechanism, and the lower value represents the recognition rate of TAM network with rotation mechanism. The recognition rate is calculated as the average of 30 trials. In the Table II and Figure 10, we should notice that some recognition rate of ‘B’ by the new TAM network is better than the original TAM network. The other recognition rates are still extremely very
low. In order to improve the recognition rate more, we should precisely adjust the parameters of Gabor function, and discuss how to modify the structure of TAM network to be better for rotating images. Additionally, we recognize only two types of images of 'A' and 'B' is too small numbers of experiments. We should conduct more experiments and confirm a usefulness of new TAM network from their results. However, we found a new benefit of visual models in adding it to wider receptive fields and feedback route in retina structure.

IV. Conclusions

We formulated here a new TAM network with extensive receptive field, and discuss the usefulness of TAM network through some examples of character recognition.
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